
Ready foR the 
BIG pluG-In?
How to use the EV revolution 
to get ahead of the game 

CAN YOU 
REALLY GET 
£900k FROM 
THE GOvT?

Future proof 
charging systems
Win a home fast 
charger - fully 
installed

Plus
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Shortfall in public chargers means 
70% of chargers will be needed at home. 

New technology is making 
scalability easy.

New revenue streams will pay for 
your system - so you can install now.

Get £900k of Government grant funding.
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Four reasons to 
install charging 
infrastucture:

web: parklive.uk email: info@parklive.uk   phone: 020 7093 5313



It won’t be home without a charger
Government research concludes that over 70% of all EV charging is going 

to be done at home.  This is certain to be reflected in the demands of home 

buyers and tenants, long before 2030.

There’s going to be a panic – don’t be part of it
It’s a simple equation really. There are already 300,000 EVs on the road in 

the UK and only 16,000 public charging stations. The shortfall is hitting a 

tipping point and the requirement for EV-ready homes is certain. 

EVs now make up one in ten of the vehicles on UK roads and were a 

whopping 40% of all new registrations in September 2021.

Tenants and buyers will 
expect to plug-in at home. 
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Future proof systems
2.
future proof
This is the number one request 
we receive. Start with as little as 
one charging bay and grow with 
demand to as many as 101, with 
virtually no extra infrastructure 
work required as you grow.

user Management
Cloud software gives total control 
over users, acess and billing from a 

single portal. This can be run across 
multiple sites with user access 
via a smartphone app or RFID. 
Payments can be taken via stored 
card details or billed on account. 
Segment pricing by user, location, 
time of day or duration of charge:  
You have total flexibility and total 
control.

Reduced Cabling 
Our installations allow chargers to 
be connected on single cable runs. 
By communicating wirelessly with 
each other to manage the supply. 
This improves aesthetics, reduces 
the installation burden and simpli-
fies future roll-out. 

Increased power 
& faster Charging
When multipe vehicles are con-
nected, the load is balanced 
dynamically. As some vehicles 
near full charge, power is gradually 
diverted to emptier vehicles. This 
spreads available power, maxim-
ises charge speed and eliminates 
wasted power.

Parklive guarantees a simple gateway to the 
most innovative, future ready solutions available.

Hypervolt 
Super-stylish with dynamic 
load management control
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Easee 
Up to 101 futuristic chargers 
on a single circuit

lower Infrastructure demand
Parklive deploy the latest load 
management technology. This 
makes maximum use of available 
power on site and can often avoid 
paying the local network operator 
for expensive supply upgrades. 

fully funded
With Parklive you have the option 
to have your set-up and installation 
fully funded. So you get capacity to 
meet urgent need, with everything 
in place to grow into the future. 
Turn over to find out more.

The ultimate user management and payment platform

Easee



Claim up to £900k of funding 
per year from the Government

The Office for Zero Emissions 
Vehicles (OZEV) have announced 
a new grant funding programme 
which expands the opportunity 
for government funding to 
building owners in the rented 
sector, workplaces, hospitality 
and hotels.  For developers, 
owners and managers of 
apartment blocks in particular 
this is a huge opportunity to 
install infrastructure now that 
will pay for itself many times 
over in the years to come. £850 
per charger is available as 

well as infrastructure funding 
calculated at £500 per bay 
that is made ‘charge ready’. 
This means that installation 
funding can be claimed for up to 
£30,000 per building, per year 
and up to £900,000 can be 
claimed across multiple blocks 
per year by a single operator.

As an OZEV approved EV 
supplier and installer Parklive 
can recover OZEV grant funding 
for all qualifying projects.
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But huRRy - the Money WIll Run out BefoRe 2030



HErE is a TYPiCaL ExamPLE 

six CHarGErs & 12 CHarGE-rEadY baYs               £25,000
GOVErnmEnT FundinG                                            £11,100
COsT OF insTaLLaTiOn                                                  £13,900

•	 System can grow to 18 bays with no more installation work.
•	 A further £4,200 potential funding to claim as bays go live.
•	 Site could grow to 40+ live bays on existing building supply.

4.
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Get funded & futuRe Ready 

oWn
Pay for your installation and get Government 
funding with Parklive as your OZEV supplier.

ShaRe
Pay half the cost after available funding and let 
future charging revenues pay off the rest.

ReCoup
Pay nothing. Applicable Government grants 
and future charging income pay all set up costs.

Parklive can arrange your grant funding and help
finance a planned roll-out that meets future demand.

HOW muCH WiLL a GranT COVEr?



We’re giving away a Hypervolt EV Home Fast Charger

scan the Qr code and fill 
in your details to enter.

parklive.uk
email: info@parklive.uk  phone: 020 7093 5313

WIn the 
ultIMate
 eV hoMe

ChaRGeR

Smart home integration | Govt. grant 
approved | Features via the cloud | 

Built-in earth protection | Dynamic 
fuse protection | Solar management | 

Tariff management | Fast charging


